Recently, complex phase transitions accompanied by the rotational symmetry breaking have been discovered experimentally in cuprate superconductors. To find the realized order parameters, we study various charge susceptibilities in an unbiased way, by applying the functional-renormalizationgroup method to the realistic d-p Hubbard model. Without assuming the wavevector of the order parameter, we reveal that the most dominant instability is the uniform (q = 0) charge modulation on the px and py orbitals, which possesses the d-symmetry. This uniform nematic order triggers another nematic p-orbital density wave along the axial (Cu-Cu) direction at Qa ≈ (π/2, 0). It is predicted that uniform nematic order is driven by the spin fluctuations in the pseudogap region, and another nematic density-wave order at q = Qa is triggered by the uniform order. The predicted multistage nematic transitions are caused by the Aslamazov-Larkin-type fluctuation-exchange processes.
In the normal state of high-T c cuprate superconductors, interesting unconventional order parameters emerge due to the strong interference among the spin, charge, and orbital degrees of freedom. These phenomena should be directly related to the fundamental electronic states in the pseudogap region. The emergence of the chargedensity-wave (CDW) states inside the pseudogap region has been confirmed by the x-ray and STM measurements [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , as schematically shown in Fig. 1 (a) . The observed CDW pattern is shown in Fig. 1 (b) , in which the density modulations mainly occur on the oxygen p x and p y orbitals with antiphase (d-symmetry) form factor. The discovery of the CDW has promoted significant progress in the theoretical studies, such as the spinfluctuation-driven density-wave scenarios [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and the superconducting-fluctuation scenarios [15] [16] [17] [18] .
The origin and nature of the pseudogap phase below T * remain unsolved. For example, it is unclear whether the pseudogap is a distinct phase or a continuous crossover. The short-range spin-fluctuations at T ∼ T * induce the large quasiparticle damping [19] [20] [21] , which causes the pseudogap in the density-of-states. On the other hand, the phase transition around T * have been reported by the resonant ultrasound spectroscopy [22] , ARPES analysis [23] , and magnetic torque measurement [24] . Especially, Ref. [24] discovered the C 4 symmetry breaking (nematic) transition, and its natural candidate is the uniform CDW with d-symmetry schematically shown in Fig. 1 (c) . Then, a fundamental question is what mechanism can account for such unconventional multistage CDW transitions. No CDW instabilities are given by the mean-field-level approximations, like the random-phaseapproximation (RPA), unless large inter-site interactions are introduced [13, 25] . Therefore, higher-order many body effects, called the vertex corrections (VCs), should be essential for the CDW formation [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] 26] .
In many spin-fluctuation-driven CDW scenarios, the CDW wavevector is given by the minor nesting vector Q a or Q d in Fig. 1 (d) ; Q a is the "axial-wavevector" parallel to the nearest Cu-Cu direction, and Q d is the "diagonalwavevector". The experimental axial CDW is obtained if the Aslamazov-Larkin VCs (AL-VCs) are taken into account [13] . In addition, the uniform (q = 0) CDW instability has been studied intensively based on the Hubbard models [9, [27] [28] [29] . In these studies, however, it was difficult to exclude the possibility that the CDW susceptibility has the maximum at finite q. Theoretically, it is difficult to analyze the spin and charge susceptibilities with general wavevector q on equal footing, by including the VCs in an unbiased way. For this purpose, in principle, the functional renormalizationgroup (fRG) method would be the best theoretical method. The pioneering fRG studies [9, 28, 30] were performed only in the weak-coupling region, so the obtained CDW instability is small and its q-dependence is not clear. In order to overcome this problem, we have to improve the numerical accuracy of the fRG method, and apply it to the two-dimensional Hubbard model in the strong-coupling region.
In this paper, we study the orbital-dependent spin and charge susceptibilities for various symmetries on equal footing, by analyzing the higher-order VCs in an unbiased way using the improved fRG method. We find that the uniform CDW accompanied by the p-orbital polarization (n x = n y ), shown in Fig. 1 (c) , is driven by the antiferro spin fluctuations. This uniform nematic CDW enhances another nematic CDW instability at the wavevector q = Q a shown in Fig. 1 (b) . The present study indicates that the uniform p-orbital polarization appears in the pseudogap region, and the axial q = Q a CDW is induced at T CDW < T * . These multistage CDW transitions in under-doped cuprates originate from the higher-order AL-type VCs.
We study a standard three-orbital d-p Hubbard model [13, 30, 31] expressed as H = k,σ c † j,σ d j,σ at site j. Hereafter, we study the 10% hole doping case. The Fermi surface (FS) and the band structure are shown in Figs. 1 (d) and (e), respectively.
In the present study, we use the functional RG + constrained RPA (RG+cRPA) method. The advantage of this method had been explained in Refs. [30, [32] [33] [34] in detail. By analyzing various spin and charge susceptibilities with respect to d, p x and p y orbitals as we did in Ref. [30] , we find that the spin susceptibility for d-electrons,
and the B 1g -symmetry (d-symmetry) charge susceptibility for p-electrons,
are the most enhanced susceptibilities [30] . Here, S d (q, τ ) is the d-electron spin operator, and n
is the porbital charge-density-wave (pO-CDW) operator with
, the pO-CDW order shown in Fig. 1 (b) [ Fig. 1 (c) ], which is the CDW on p-orbitals, is realized. We verified that the charge susceptibilities with non-B 1g -symmetries, such as the A 1g -symmetry total charge susceptibility for n ≡ n d + n x + n y , remains small even in the strongcoupling region [30] .
In the RG+cRPA method, we calculate the scattering processes involving higher-energy states |E k,ν | > Λ 0 [ν being the band index; see Fig. 1 (e) ] using the RPA with the energy-constraint, and incorporate their contributions into the initial vertex functions of the RG equations [30, [32] [33] [34] . Using the RPA, the higher-energy processes are calculated accurately by dropping the VCs, which are less important for higher-energy processes. The lowerenergy scattering processes for |E k,ν | < Λ 0 are calculated by solving the RG equations, based on the N p -patch RG scheme [27, 35] . Hereafter, we put N p = 128 and Λ 0 = 0.5 eV. In the RG+cRPA method, the numerical accuracy of the susceptibilities is greatly improved even in the weak-coupling region since the cRPA is used for the higher-energy processes, for which the N p -patch RG scheme is less accurate. We verified that the numerical results are essentially independent of the choice of Λ 0 when E F > ∼ Λ 0 ≫ T . By solving the RG equations, many-body vertices are gradually renormalized as reducing the energy scale Λ l = Λ 0 e −l with increasing l (≥ 0). In principle, the renormalization of the vertex saturates when Λ l reaches ∼ T [35, 36] . Here, we introduce the lower-energy cutoff Λ low (∼ T ) in the RG equation for the four-point vertex Γ
s(c) l
, and stop the renormalization at Λ l = Λ low ; see the Supplemental Material (SM): A [37]) and Ref. [9] . (We do not introduce the lower-energy cutoff in the RG equations for χ s,c (q).) In the previous study [30] , we set a large cutoff Λ low = πT to achieve stable numerical results. When Λ low ≫ T , the uniform (q = 0) nematic susceptibility is especially underestimated compared to q = 0 instabilities, as we will discuss later. Since we have improved the numerical accuracy in solving the RG equations, we can use a smaller natural cutoff Λ low = T . For this reason, we can obtain the q-dependence of the susceptibility accurately, including q ≈ 0.
We find that the numerical accuracy and stability are improved by employing the Wick-ordered scheme of the fRG formalism, in which the cutoff function Θ Λ < (ǫ) = Θ(Λ − |ǫ|) is used for the Green function [35] . In this scheme, in principle, the VCs due to the higher-energy processes are included more accurately, compared to using another cutoff function Θ Λ > (ǫ) = Θ(|ǫ| − Λ) based on the Kadanoff-Wilson scheme used in Ref. [30] .
In Figs [eV] [eV the RPA result is less singular as seen in Fig. 2 (b) . As shown in Figs. 2 (a) -(c), the most dominant peak locates at q = 0. This is consistent with the experimental uniform nematic transition at T * (> T CDW ) [24] . We also obtain the peak structures at q = Q a and Q d , consistently with our previous fRG study [30] . [11, 12] . However, the MT-VCs cannot account for the dominant peaks at q = 0 and Q a . Recently, it was found that the uniform nematic order in the Febased superconductors [26, 39] and Sr 3 Ru 2 O 7 [32, 40] is driven by the AL-VC, given by the series of the doublefluctuation-exchange processes shown in Fig. 2 (e) . In fact, the first term in Fig. 2 (e) is proportional to k χ spin (k+q)χ spin (k), which takes large value for q = 0 when χ spin max ≫ 1 [26, 41] . Later, we will demonstrate that the AL-VC causes the uniform and axial CDW instabilities in the present d-p model.
(d)
Next, we investigate the U -dependences of the susceptibilities. In the inset of Fig. 3 (a) , we show the U dependence of χ spin max ≡ max q {χ spin (q)}. Thanks to the numerical accuracy of the RG+cRPA method, χ spin max perfectly follows the RPA result for wide weak-coupling region (U < 4 eV). To clarify the close interplay between spin and orbital fluctuations, we plot the peak values of χ p-orb d (q) as a function of χ spin max in Fig. 3 (a) . In contrast to χ spin , χ 
l is the charge-channel four-point vertex, which is a moderate function of the Fermi momenta in the parameter range of the present numerical study. u α (k) is the matrix element connecting the p-orbitals (α = x, y) and the conduction band [30] . The scaling flow of Γ p-orb d (q) is shown in Fig. 3 (b) , with the scaling parameter l = ln(Λ 0 /Λ l ). The negative effective interaction drives the enhancement of the corresponding instability. We also plot the effective interaction for the spin channel, Γ spin (Q s ). For the spinchannel, Γ spin (Q s ) ∼ −U at l = 0, and it is renormalized like the RPA as Γ (q) at l = 0 is quite small, it is strongly renormalized to be a large negative value. This result means that the CDW instability originates from the VC going beyond the RPA.
We also calculate the d-electron charge susceptibility with form factor f q (k), which is given as
where
The numerically optimized f q (k) at q = 0 is shown in Fig. 3 (c) , which has the B 1g -symmetry that is called the d-wave bond order. Since k-dependence of f q=0 (k) in Fig. 3 (c) is similar to that of |u x (k)| 2 −|u y (k)| 2 , the obtained χ spin max dependence of χ d-orb (0) with the optimized form factor is similar to that of χ p-orb d (0) shown in Fig. 3 (a) . The divergence of χ p-orb d (0) gives rise to the uniform p-orbital polarization with n x = n y shown in Fig. 1  (c) . In order to discuss the CDW instabilities inside the nematic phase, we perform the RG+cRPA analysis in the presence of the uniform pO-CDW order H ′ = ∆E p [n x (0) − n y (0)]. In Fig. 4 (a) 
(along x-axis) increases whereas that at q = Q y a (along y-axis) decreases.
To confirm the mechanism of the nematic transition, we perform the diagrammatic calculation for the MTand AL-VCs. These VCs can be obtained by solving the CDW equation introduced in Ref. [42] in the study of Febased superconductors. We analyze the linearized CDW equation introduced in the SM: B [37] and in Ref. [43] . By solving the CDW equation, both MT-and AL-VCs shown in Figs. 2 (d) and (e) with the optimized form factors are systematically generated. Figure 4 (b) shows the eigenvalue of the linearized equation, λ q , for ∆E p = 0.3 eV [37] . (The inset shows the results for ∆E p = 0.) Here, α S is the spin Stoner factor, and the horizontal axis is proportional to χ spin max . The CDW susceptibility is proportional to (1 − λ q ) −1 , and λ q decreases with the quasiparticle damping γ; we set γ = 0.3 eV in Fig. 4 (b) [37]. The obtained results are qualitatively consistent with the RG+cRPA results in Fig. 4 (a) . In the SM: B[37], we reveal that the CDW instabilities at q = 0 and q = Q a are given by the higher-order AL-type VCs.
Finally, we explain why Λ low should be set small.
The RG equation for the (0) is suppressed to be smaller than the peak values at q = 0 if a large cutoff Λ low ≫ T is used, similarly to the previous results for Λ low = πT [30] . In the present study, large χ (q) develops divergently at q = 0, which leads to the uniform pO-CDW order with n x = n y . Under this nematic CDW state, the axial pO-CDW instability is strongly magnified even if the deformation of the FS is small. These multistage CDW transitions originate from the higher-order AL-type VCs. We predict that the short-range spinfluctuations drive the uniform nematic CDW around T * and the axial q = Q a CDW at T CDW successively. Although the uniform CDW order cannot simply explain the pseudogap formation, the large quasiparticle damping [19] [20] [21] due to the short-range spin-fluctuations may induce the pseudogap for T < ∼ T * .
In the main text, we analyzed the d-p Hubbard model by using the RG+cRPA method [1] . This method is the combination of the fRG theory and the cRPA. The RG+cRPA method enables us to perform reliable numerical study in the unbiased way. In this method, we introduce the original cutoff energy Λ 0 in order to divide each band into the higher and the lower energy regions: The higher-energy scattering processes are calculated by using the cRPA: The lower-energy scattering processes are analyzed by solving the RG equations, in which the initial vertices in the differential equation are given by the cRPA.
In the present model, the bare Coulomb interaction term on d-electrons is given as
where U 0;c = U and U 0;s = −U . The antisymmetrized full four-point vertex Γ(k + q, k; k ′ + q, k ′ ), which is the dressed vertex of the bare vertexÛ in Eq. (S2) in the microscopic Fermi liquid theory, is depicted in Fig. S1 (a) . Reflecting the SU(2) symmetry of the present model, Γ is uniquely decomposed into the spin-channel and charge-channel four-point vertices by using the following relation:
where σ, σ ′ , ρ, ρ ′ are spin indices, and σ is the Pauli matrix vector. We stress that Γ c,s are fully antisymmetrized, so the requirement by the Pauli principle is satisfied. We note that
2 Γ s , and Γ ↑↓↑↓ = Γ s . In the RG formalism, the four-point vertex function is determined by solving the differential equations, called the RG equations. In the band representation basis, the explicit form of the RG equations is given by [2] : 
where G(k) is the Green function multiplied by the Heaviside step function Θ(Λ − |E k,ν |), and k is the compact notation of the momentum, band, and spin index: k = (k, ǫ n , ν, σ). The diagrammatic representation of the RG equations is shown in Fig. S1 (b) . The first two contributions in the rihgt-hand-side represent the particlehole channels and the last contribution is the particleparticle channel.
In a conventional fRG method, Λ 0 is set larger than the bandwidth W band , and the initial value is given by the bare Coulomb interaction in Eq. (S2). In the RG+cRPA method, we set Λ 0 < W band , and the initial value is given by the constraint RPA to include the higher-energy processes without over-counting of diagrams [1] .
In the main text, we introduced the lower-energy cutoff Λ low (∼ T ) in the RG equation for the four-point vertex: Eq. (S4). For this purpose, we multiply the cutoff function ((Λ low /Λ) ζ + 1) −1 to the right-hand-side of Eq. (S4). Here, ζ is a parameter determining the width of this smooth cutoff, and we set ζ = 10 in the main text. We do not introduce the lower-energy cutoff in the RG equation for the susceptibilities.
B: Analysis of the linearized CDW equation
In the main text, we analyzed the d-p Hubbard model for cuprate superconductors in an unbiased manner using the the RG+cRPA method. We find that the nematic CDW with d-form factor is the leading instability. The axial nematic CDW instability at q = Q a is the second strongest, and its strength increases under the static uniform CDW order. This result leads to the prediction that uniform nematic CDW occurs at the pseudogap temperature T * , and the axial CDW at wavevector q = Q a is induced under T * .
(a) In this section, we study the CDW formation mechanism in cuprate superconductors based on the diagrammatic method, in order to find what many-body processes cause the CDW order. Theoretically, the CDW order is given as the symmetry-breaking in the self-energy ∆Σ(k). According to Refs. [3, 4] , the self-consistent CDW equation is given as
where P A1g is the A 1g -symmetry projection operator, and
is the Green function with the symmetry-breaking term ∆Σ.
. In order to analyze the CDW state with arbitrary wavevector q, we linearize Eq. (S5) with respect to ∆Σ:
where λ q is the eigenvalue for the CDW for the wavevector q. The CDW with wavevector q appears when λ q = 1, and the eigenvector ∆Σ q (k) gives the CDW form factor. The kernel K(q, k, k ′ ) is given in Fig. S2 (a) , and its analytic expression is given as [4] :
. The subscript 0 in Eq. (S7) represents the functions with ∆Σ = 0.
By solving the linearized CDW equation (S6), many higher-order vertex corrections (VCs) are systematically generated. Some examples of the generated VCs are shown in Fig. S2 (b) . If we drop the Hartree term and MT term in K(q; k, k ′ ), we obtain the series of higherorder AL-VCs shown in Fig. S2 (c) . The AL terms drive the q = 0 CDW instability since its functional form Figure S3 (a) shows the obtained q-dependence of λ q for α S = 0.995 at T = 50meV, when the quasiparticle damping is γ = 0.3 eV. Here, λ q is the largest at q = 0, and the second largest maximum is at q = Q a . α S ≡ U max q {χ 0 0 (q)} is the spin Stoner factor. We also show the eigenvalue λ AL q (and the second-largest eigenvalue λ AL,2nd q ), which is obtained by dropping the Hartree and MT terms in the kernel. That is, λ AL q is given by the higher-order AL processes shown in Fig. S2 (c) . At q = 0 and Q a , λ AL q is almost equal to the true eigenvalue λ q . In the present analysis, we dropped the ǫ n -dependence of ∆Σ q (k) by performing the analytic continuation (iǫ n → ǫ) and putting ǫ = 0. We also dropped the ǫ n -dependence of the quasiparticle damping γ. Due to these simplifications, the obtained λ q is overestimated. Therefore, we do not put the constraint λ q < 1 here.
In Fig. S3 (b) , we show the eigenvalue λ MT q , which is obtained by dropping the Hartree and AL terms in the kernel. It is much smaller than λ q at q = 0 and Q a , whereas λ q at q = Q d is comparable to the true eigenvalue. Therefore, the origin of the CDW instability at q = 0 and Q a is the AL process, whereas that at q = Q d is mainly the MT process. Figure S3 (c) shows the eigenvalues at q = 0, Q a , and Q d as function of α S . As the spin susceptibility increases (α S > ∼ 0.98), λ q is drastically enlarged by the VCs, and λ q=0 becomes the largest due to the AL processes. The form factor at q = 0, ∆Σ 0 (k), has the d-wave symmetry as shown in Fig. S3 (b) .
In summary, we analyzed the linearized CDW equation
based on the d-p Hubbard model, by including both the MT and AL VCs into the kernel. When the spin fluctuations are strong (α S > ∼ 0.98), the uniform nematic CDW has the strongest instability. The axial CDW instability is strongly magnified under the uniform CDW order, as we explain in the main text. The obtained results are consistent with the results by the RG+cRPA in the main text. Thus, it is concluded that the higher-order AL processes give the CDW orders at q = 0 and Q a .
